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Join an endearing young octopus on an epic adventure that begins unexpectedly when she
encounters litter pollution in her tranquil coral reef. After finding herself thrust into another world
that is far different from her own, she also meets the remarkable beings that inhabit it and whose
own stories inspire her to embark on a vital mission to send a message…Jam-packed full of
beautiful imagery and poetry written with love;this incredible story will capture your imagination
and steal your heart.
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Kristin Russo, “Beautiful illustrations and empowering message. The illustrations are stunning
and I was hooked from the first page. Beautiful and empowering message to kids (and
everyone!) about ocean conservation. Loved it, loved it ”

Karen, “Stunning!. This is a wonderful, amazing book with an important lesson that children
hopefully won't forget. Some of the illustrations totally surprised me with their brilliance when I
turned the page.”

Matilda M., “What a sweet & sad & beautiful & important story!. I so enjoyed taking this
adventure with an octopus and a butterfly! Such a simple yet important book for all of us,
children & adults alike as we are called to *see* what’s happening in and to our one and only
planet.THANK YOU Martyn Lee Brown, Ramona Pepenga Bianchini & Michele Fanuzzi! I look
forward to seeing where we all go from here!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book about sea pollution. I read this beautifully written and
illustrated story to my two children today who really enjoyed it from cover to cover. It gave a
powerful message about sea pollution which created a big discussion about after! Pictures go
with the story brilliantly. One that will be read over and over!”

Kim58, “Encourages reading and discussion about Climate change and pollution.. This book is
perfect to read to and with children to encourage discussions about climate change and
pollution and how important it is to protect our world and everything in it for future generations. It
is fun how at the end of the book you can become part of the story. I would say it is perfect for
school starter age and up.”

Wkdn08, “Stunning words , beautifully illustrated. My three year old was silent the entire time
and she gave me a huge hug after . It really lit her up and the final page on which they can draw
themselves on was a lovely touch. It teaches hard life lessons but if ever the discussion on
climate change and pollution is to be had, it's now and it's with our children. Thank you for a
beautifully written book the words were so thoughtful. The images are out of this world. Well
done !”

Lyn clark, “An beautiful book, for any age child. An absolutely beautiful book. Beautiful images
and lovely words. Can't wait yo read to my grandchildren in the near future. The message of
pollution is educational and going along the journey with the octopus and the butterfly is just
adorable”

Luke Beale, “Great book and great Author. This is the perfect children’s book to teach them why



it’s bad to pollute the sea. It’s written by an amazing first time author and has some great artwork
on it. I would recommend this book to anyone with young children or As a present”

The book by Barbara   Lamb has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 14 people have provided feedback.
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